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intro - the longing:
It all began with the longing - a deep
rooted need to quest - the urge to
lighten my load and seek farther
shores of being. I have alternated
between acquiring, domesticating, and
then casting off possessions for
freedom and the open road. These are
the two sides of my coin - and as the
years pass, I am inclined to seek more
of the latter.
And so, in June of 2009, the time had
come - to pull up the moorings of my
anchored life, and put to the test my
notions of freedom. I wanted to know:
how really free am I? And if I am not
entirely free, what is restraining me?
I am not referring to ideas about
individualism, but questioning every
assumption, every unthinking
supposed truth that has created
limitation - personally, creatively,
spiritually. I am compelled by the
responsibility to my life - to reach
further into authenticity and live out
that truth in this space and time.

I discovered the global network of
artist residencies - dedicated places
around the world for artists of all forms
to live and work away from their usual
distractions. This felt to be the perfect
form for my wanderings, as it
combined my great loves of art, travel
and community of creative people. As I
began my research, I fell into a
rabbithole of possibilities that took me
far and wide across the planet.
My only tenet was to allow my work,
my life, to emerge spontaneously out
of the presence of the moment - to
resist forcing, over-planning, or
resorting to the easy options of habit
or default. And mostly, to face fear of
the unknown with a direct gaze.
What follows is a sampling of an
ongoing journey of discovery - riding
the wave of possibility toward my own
greater potential and the larger life
waiting to be lived.

pushing off:
obras foundation
evoramonte, portugal
june 2009 and march/april 2010

I had long dreamt this moment into
being - and now I was living it.
But even the thrill of salty air freedom
does not override the deep melancholy of letting go. The waving wrists
from the shore soon disappear on the
horizon, and the mingling of expectation, excitement, and anxiety is
bittersweet. This wanderlust can feel
like a curse at the worst of times, but
the truth is I am more at peace in the
world at large, than stirring the home
fires burning.
When I arrive at Obras, this residency in
southeastern Portugal, I unload my
suitcase, take in the view of the rolling

cork oak tree farms and the medieval
hilltop village of Evoramonte beyond
and weep with gratitude - that I had
the courage to follow the beckoning
and had begun the journey.
I ease into my work slowly here, with
intimate visual entries in my travelogue book, feeling the eager anticipation of countless future stories to be
told on these blank pages.
And so, after months of preparation for
a lengthy journey such as this, I am
mostly called to be still, reflect and
slow down to the unhurried pace of
Portugal time.
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travelogue entry: the main altar at the convento das
servas de christo in the small village of borba, portugal

timelessness:
palazzo rinaldi
noepoli, italy
july 2009
Across the valley I am incredulous at
the sight of Noepoli, so I rub my eyes
and look again. But there it remains. A
beatific vision of history, tradition, an
organic human expression of millenia
layered up and over this mountain top.
Things carry on as they always will,
and I have landed like an alien from
some distant future star.
Time is at a walking pace here - two
legs, not four wheels being the most
efficient mode of transport in this
narrow vertical hamlet. From my street
level atelier, I hear the unwavering
sounds of Noepoli - the tempo of life
unchanged for centuries. My time

here, however, is brief, so I quickly
search for images that reflect the
essence of this complex history,
finding a trove of black and white
photos in the home of my hosts and
the local historical museum.
I begin to break it down - into small
samplings of faces and places that
were and are Noepoli. From the well
loved objects patinated in my surrogate home, to the vertiginous views
of the ancient alleyways, I draw and
paint from my own outsiders
perspective, linking past and present
in a continuous glimpse of life in this
southern Italian village.
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Mounted on old planks salvaged from the recent renovation of Palazzo Rinaldi, I juxtaposed my intimate drawing/paintings of Noepoli, past and present.

shadows and light:
4 winds atelier
provence, france
july 2009
Cycling down the road to Mouries in
southern France, an exalted freedom
I feel with the cool evening breeze in
my hair. The burning mid day heat in
July has sent me out only in the early
and late hours of the day, where the
shadows of the trees stretch long and
hard on the parched earth.
Patterns of light and dark are everywhere - long horizontal shadows in
the olive groves, the dappled splotches of the plane trees that line the road
to St. Remy. The sunlight is direct and
fierce, and I am captivated by the
negative space that filters through the
trees.

These patterns begin to take graphic
form in my paintings, and the theme
of the shadow recurs here without
exception. What I am witnessing now
is the immediacy with which my
environment is guiding me, and I
willingly follow the lead of this
landscape that has inspired countless
artists before me.
"You are showing us there is more
than what we see", said a visitor to my
studio, and I rest knowing that
someone catches a glimpse of the
mystery I am reaching for. That in the
shadows are whispers from some
other realm beyond the linear
thinking mind.
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The patterns of light cast through the plane trees
lining the road to St. Remy. Acrylic, collage on paper

gratitude:
babayan culture house
ibrahimpasa, turkey
september 2009

Day after day goes by in this central
Cappadoccian village and nothing
produces itself in my studio. Even my
usual bag of tricks doesn't hasten a
single visual response. This is surprising to me, so eager was I to be in this
exotic and stimulating bridge
between East and West. It seems that
any attempt to compete with the
exquisite beauty evident around me
falls shallow and flat on the paper.
I blame my blank slate on the visual
saturation of 3 months on the road which comforts me with its half-truth.
But the facts remain, and I am frustrated by my inability to move through

this creative block. Compounding my
irritation is the flurry of enthusiastic
productivity exhibited by my fellow
artists, who have arrived fresh from
their home countries, keen to fully
embrace their limited time in this
unique locale.
For me, however, there is nothing to
be done but to surrender to the
stillness and simply give thanks for this
gift of place - to release my expectations and be a sponge for the earthy
richness of Turkish culture and
landscape. Soon enough I will have
moved on, and I want to love it all now
before it is just a beautiful memory.
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In the last week of my residency,
I discovered an old damaged kilim
in a nearby cave, and was inspired
to deconstruct it with other found
objects. I stitched them to heavy
paper and added paint to create
a series of collage paintings in
homage to my love of Turkish
textiles and culture.

the labyrinth:
Can Serrat
El Bruc, Spain
October 2009
Every epic journey finds the hero at
one point doubtful, threatened,
questioning the point of setting out at
all. The Universe mocks the grandiosity of the dream, and all bravado and
assurance are put to the test.
The image of the labyrinth evokes this
stage of the odyssey, symbolically
following the twists and turns the
soul takes as it moves from light to
dark and back again. I was thus
challenged at the residency called Can
Serrat, near Barcelona. At first the
rowdy art-dorm atmosphere was
playful and lively, but soon the
rambunctious debauchery began to
play out in various dark dramas. This
was good character food for the

novelists among us, but for the visual
artists, the distractions were exceedingly counter-productive. This
happening just after my fallow time in
Turkey, I was determined to push all
diversions out of my studio and get to
work.
With such a rich archive of the past
four months, I began juxtaposing
some of the disparate and more
compelling images, including some
from side trips to Paris and Venice.
This way of organizing memory, of
linking contrasting elements of place
and time, was the thread that led me
out of the maze and into the clear
Catalonian light.
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treasure everywhere:
fundacion valparaiso
mojacar, Spain
november 2009
I am in danger of looking like a
vagrant - plastic bag in hand, picking
through ruins and rubbish in this
small village in southern Spain. But all
I see is treasure and the shelves in my
studio are soon piled high with debris
scavenged from daily walks through
this Andalusian landscape. My junk
pile contrasts sharply with the spic
and span cleanliness of this residency,
run efficiently by a Danish foundation,
and a well oiled staff.
Here I remember my earlier pledge to
reuse and recycle when possible, and
the plethora of abandoned ruins near
the coast of the Mediterranean
promise little shortage of fodder.

No detritus escapes my greedy gaze,
every littered object filled with
potential.
"There should be no hierarchy of
materials", said the artist Robert
Rauschenberg, and I concur with his
egalitarian philosophy. I judge not the
humble cardboard box and freely
combine the sacred and the ordinary images of mosque and cathedral, the
ubiquitious palm tree, and the
crushed soda can all join in a confluence of refuse.
This is my candy store, and if one
person’s junk is another's treasure,
then I am a wealthy woman indeed.
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mixed media paintings using found objects, cardboard,
acrylic paint and photo transfer.

mixing it up:
new pacific studio
mt. bruce, new zealand
jan/feb 2010

I am all over the map now - literally,
creatively, metaphorically - and in that
way, this trip is exactly what I had
hoped for - to fling open the doors of
possibility and allow what comes of
the diversity of life I am experiencing.
But there is a fine line - when anything
goes becomes an inability to focus and my attention span is fugitive here
in New Zealand. There were times in
the past when I had a choke-chain on
my work, giving it a decided yank on
the leash lest it veer too far to the
right or left. But this is not one of
those times - my Pandora's box is
open and I am in unadulterated play;

cutting, pasting, collaging from
whatever sources I can find. Another
visual book begins to take form - each
painting a sort of short story, as
collectively they don't much relate to
each other. Never mind, it's not
necessary that they do.
Sometimes I grasp for continuity looking for a filament that binds this
work to itself and the place, but it is
better to just stay open and honest in
the process. It is enough to have come
so far, and I revel in the freedom I have
chosen to be here, playing, on the
other side of the world.
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Collage painting using the map of the
Kaipororo region I was living in as artist in
residence in New Zealand. These paintings
I made into a book I called Short Stories.

Another collage painting in my book of
Short Stories. This time using found
images from a local magazine.

chaos and order:
sanskriti kendra
new delhi, india
march/april 2010

Anyone who has been to India can
relate - the white knuckled taxi drive
from the airport, the noisy chaotic
clamor of one of the most densely
populated countries in the world.
Then the striking moments of peace,
beauty, simplicity. But this is why we
come here - for the contrast.
My response to the stimulation of
India is to go still. The on-site Museum
of Everyday Objects is cool and dark in
the oppressive heat, so I spend my
days inside, drawing in a meditative
state - noticing the care given to the
simplest of useful tools. Everything
has some decorative detail, which is
also reflected in the textiles, the

riotously painted buses, and even the
elephant’s trunk.
Every morning I awake to the swish
of the workers clearing the Banyan
leaves littered on the grounds - I
gather their elegant leafy forms and
affectionately add my own decorative
marks to their surface, echoing the
age old practice of henna painting.
It seems curious to me that I am
working mostly in black ink here in
India, often on white paper, when the
world around me is a cacophony of
color. But this is my way of creating
order in the seeming chaos of India.
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Above: a drawing I made of a water carrier, seen in the museum of every day
objects. I gave it a goddess name to elevate the ordinary to the sacred.
Right: 2 banyan leaves I decorated with henna patterns.

Left:
A fellow resident whispered to me about
the "junk pile" on the far side of the
residency grounds. Drawing directly on
old found shutters, I combined other
objects to make this altar to the beautiful
grounds of Sanskriti Kendra.

Right:
Using an image I took at the Qtub
Minar complex, I transferred the
photo onto handmade Indian paper,
then stitched cotton threads and
added ink drawing.

lifting off:
takt kunstprojectraum
berlin, germany
may/june 2010

The exquisite thrust of taking off, that
moment as body leaves earth and
flight begins - this is my preferred
state of being, and i am eager to
express that moment of lift in some
visual form.
So when I get to Berlin, I am armed
with an idea - to make a hand painted
stop motion video of birds just at that
point of lifting off. Pigeons are the
obvious urban choice, plentiful as
they are, so I take video clips of them
on takeoff, make charcoal paintings
from the stills, and then stitch the
images back together. What resulted
was a strange and abstracted short
stop motion video loop.

Another project was inspired by a
family photo album found at the
Mauer flea market, dated 1939 Berlin an intimate view of weddings,
birthings and smiling faces in the
midst of a terrible history. While
installing these photos in the corner
of my studio, so many questions arise
- who were they, what became of
them, were they complacent or
victims themselves?
Being in east Berlin today, I am moved
by the optimism and youthful creative
energy, so I title my installation "all is
full of love", reflecting on the human
ability to heal the deepest wounds
and begin anew.
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View of my studio wall as the pigeon
drawings take flight for my hand
painted animation.

Next page:
2 views of my studio photo installation using photos found at a nearby flea market

air, sea and turf:
cill rialaig artist village
ballinskelligs, ireland
may 2011
“Oh, it's a soft day today" says my host
in his singsong Irish way. The mist has
shrouded the cliffs and sea beyond,
and most of the physical world is now
in the unseen realm.
In this mist the stories are born - the
imagination free to roam in the veiled
valley between worlds. I resolve to
find a visual form to the mystery
without resorting to the cliched
images of Ireland. I ask the stones for
guidance and wait eagerly for their
reply. But they don't care, and why
should they? The answers lie only in
the unknown and it is my job to
discover their visual language, not
to cop an easy answer.

Again and again, I am asked to trust
the organic movement of the process,
not to impose or force a response.
And then slowly through the days of
wind and weather, small simple
drawings emerge.
My palette here has no use for the
usual warm reds and golds, so I stick
to charcoal, turf brown and any
manner of greens. This limited palette
liberates me, and reflects the rugged
simplicity and earthy beauty of
southwest Ireland. It is all about the
elements on this peninsula jutting out
into the Atlantic - land, ocean and sky
converge in a perfect harmony of
wildness and atmosphere.
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postscript:
I am sitting on the edge of the world
looking out across a silver Irish sea. It
is a poetic moment, guided by the
buoyant grace of two gulls soaring in
tandem, the aqua seafoam battering
the black rocks below, the divine
perfection of the shifting light across
the water. I am moved beyond my
mortal limits to a place of sublime joy.
I live for these moments of connection
and in my worldly travels, I am thus
richly rewarded.

horizon for my next destination.

One might think that after years of
living as an artist in residence, I would
be satiated with my nomadic ways ready to set anchor again and rebuild
a domestic life, but I eagerly scan the

By choosing freedom and following
the subtle beckoning of my own path,
I have fallen in love with the world
and find my home wherever I am.

This way of being is in my bones dropping the need for cultural or
geographical affiliation or definition,
choosing instead a more satisfying
sense of belonging to the greater
global community. And while drawing
and painting have been my tools as an
artist, it is the crafting of the authentic
life that is the most important expression of my creativity.
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Amy Guion Clay is a mixed media artist and traveler who exhibits her work
internationally. She continues to enjoy the life of the artist-in-residence
around the world.
You can find out more about residencies by seeing her online course “Artist Residencies - the Artist/Travelers Holy Grail - Everything You Need
to Know About Researching, Applying, and Attending an Artist Residency”
Click the link below to learn more and please share!

www.amyclay.com/learn/
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